
If you take a minute to stare down at the floor of a 

ComicCon event, there’s a chance you’ll see bits and 

pieces of costumes left behind by cosplayers. For me, 

the shreds of duck tape, paint flecks and broken bits of 

PVC foam represents the fairy dust left behind by some 

of the most passionate people I have encountered in 

recent years.

I’m not saying this lightly. I’ve been taking pictures for (too) 

many years and brushed paths with major international 

bands; coliseum shows with impressive pyrotechnics.  

Work which required me to sell my soul to the devil and 

wear a patch proving I had done so just for the right to 

stand in the negative space between the stage and the 

people who are pushed away behind riot fencing.

Yet it’s the ComicCon events which get me excited the 

most. As if this was some kind of never ending ritual, 

people keep trying to outdo themselves by making more 

insane costumes and props.  Their budget, both fiscal 

and time based, have proved to be without bounds.  

Here, passion runs thick in the aether, it is heavy like 

the smell of hot glue which roams next to the cosplayer 

room where they can sit for a minute and heal broken 

parts.

For the past three years I’ve had the pleasure and privilege 

to cover the big three ComicCon events in our province. 

Ottawa, Montreal and Quebec City will regularly play, 

host, and act as a supermassive gravity well to anyone 

who has even the slightest trace amount of geek blood. 

Each convention has its own personality and none of 

them should be missed.

They are all getting bigger and bigger. Attendance chart 

lines are always pointing upwards with no sign of 

declining. Personally, I would like to blame the 501 

legion for their ever growing numbers and perfect 

attendance record. Just kidding, you guys are awesome!
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Some will say it’s the special guests that make the difference but 

for me, I believe it’s the love of cosplay that has really caused the 

popularity of conventions to soar.  What I repeatedly see are the 

cosplayers, professional and not, who manage to make the lobby 

an interesting place to visit. If you go there, you will hear the constant 

buzzing of shutters, both digitally reproduced and analog in 

nature.  In fact, my last two events were mostly spent outside the

main floor – I BARELY ever got the chance to step foot in the bunker.

So many cosplayers but so little time! What further treasures 

awaited in the gooey core of ComicCon? I’ll have to wait for next 

time I guess. 

For most of these events, I visited voluntarily, covering for a popular 

website which helped me gain traction in my career. None the 

less, it required countless car repairs to ensure I could survive the 

yearly six hundred miles of required driving, countless expenses, 

new gear, sleepless nights of editing, and furious tracking of all 

release forms and personal messages to guarantee that anyone 

who asked for their original pictures got their copy.

The growth of convention attendance can be found on many 

websites,  and I  encourage you to go to them if  all you want 

are statistics and numbers. As for me, speaking strictly as a 

photographer,  it  has  been  more  about  the discovery and 

observation of the folks who have made the event what it has 

become today. Their costumes are like their children, and they 

take the time to show me every inch of detail they have put into it. 

A macro photographer could have a field day here, given the right 

encounters, but a portrait photographer will have an even better 

time if he manages to capture the face of a beautiful obsession.

Please do me a favor. Next time you visit yourself, take some time 

to stop and look beyond the costumes. 
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